Spinnaker
Spinnaker is the biggest graphic carrier in the range with a graphic area
of up to 6m single or double sided. It’s the ideal promotional solution
for outdoor events, advertisemtnts, exhibitions and public areas asuch as
airports and shopping malls. Several units can be linked together as a
seamless wall to make an even bigger impact.

Features and Benefits
-Sturdy outdoor construction
-Bases can be filled with water or sand
-Adjustable height
-Quick and easy to assemble and transport (bag kit available)

Dimensions
Display Dimensions:
Max height: 118”
Base Dimensions: 31.5“ x 9.45”

Bag Dimensions: 65” x 8.5“ & 28” x 14“ x 22”
Weight: 29.5 lbs

Graphic Dimensions:
Width: 96“
Height: 45” - 96”h
(allow 2 inches along top and bottom for #3 grommet placement plus 1” bleed around the top and
bottom)

Additional Information
Shipping Dimensions: Comes in 2 boxes
Box 1: 35” x 21” x 12”, 21 lbs
Box 2: 70” x 7” x 5”, 18 lbs
Shipping Weight: 13 lbs
Each base holds approx. 7.4 gallons of water
Recommended Substrates: 13 oz. scrim, 7 oz. mesh
Bag kit sold seperatley

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

KIT INCLUDES
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Kit includes:
2 x base tanks (A)
4 x base covers (B)
4 x base springs (C)
2 x top bungee poles (D)
2 x bottom bungee poles (E)
2 x telescopic support poles (F)
2 x base poles (G)
2 x hollow base tubes (H)
2 x base screws (I)
2 x graphic support hooks (J)
2 x telescopic support pole screws (K)
4 x spare bungee ends (L)
1 x top support pole (M)

unfasten the base screws from
the tank
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remove the base tubes, fill each tank
with water, replace tubes and screws
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take the 2 base poles and slot
into each base tank

replace the 4 base covers
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fasten the 4 base screws to secure
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unfasten the screw frm the top of
each telescopic pole

insert telescopic poles into base
tanks
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place the graphic hooks over the
top pole

rest the top bungee pole (without
metal rings) onto hooks
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fit the top support pole over the top of
each telescopic pole, secure with screws
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attach graphic onto each eyelet
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assemble bungee poles
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attach graphic to eyelets on
bottom pole
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attach other end of base spring
to bottom bungee pole ring
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unlock one telescopic pole and
raise graphic to desired height
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BAG KIT (SOLD SEPERATLEY)
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shown above:
dissasmebled
spinnaker base parts

lock telescopic support pole in place,
repeat on other side. there are wire
supports that can be used as an extra
supports if full height graphic

place parts in bag as shown

eyelet positioning from graphic
edge to center of eyelet
width: 96”

1”

10.72”

1”

close bag by zipping

close velcro handles

height:
45” up
to 98”

graphic requires #3 grommets (10 across top and bottom)
internal grommet diameter recommended: .37”

shown above: disassembled spinnaker poles

close bag by zipping

spinnaker is suitable for indoor or outdoor use
if used in strong wind, extra weighting may be necessary
attach straps to hold additional weights

close velcro handles
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